Testing Familial Transmission of Smoking With Two Different Research Designs
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Abstract

Introduction: Classical twin studies show that smoking is heritable. To determine if shared family environment plays a role in addition to genetic factors, and if they interact (G×E), we use a children-of-twins design. In a second sample, we measure genetic influence with polygenic risk scores (PRS) and environmental influence with a question on exposure to smoking during childhood.

Methods: Data on smoking initiation were available for 723 children of 712 twins from the Netherlands Twin Register (64.9\% female, median birth year 1985). Children were grouped in ascending order of risk, based on smoking status and zygosity of their twin-parent and his/her co-twin: never smoking twin-parent with a never smoking co-twin; never smoking twin-parent with a smoking dizygotic co-twin; never smoking twin-parent with a smoking monozygotic co-twin; and smoking twin-parent with a smoking or never smoking co-twin. For 4072 participants from the Netherlands Twin Register (67.3\% female, median birth year 1973), PRS for smoking were computed and smoking initiation, smoking heaviness, and exposure to smoking during childhood were available.

Results: Patterns of smoking initiation in the four group children-of-twins design suggested shared familial influences in addition to genetic factors. PRS for ever smoking were associated with smoking initiation in all individuals. PRS for smoking heaviness were associated with smoking heaviness in individuals exposed to smoking during childhood, but not in non-exposed individuals.

Conclusions: Shared family environment influences smoking, over and above genetic factors. Genetic risk of smoking heaviness was only important for individuals exposed to smoking during childhood, versus those not exposed (G×E).

Implications: This study adds to the very few existing children-of-twins (CoT) studies on smoking and combines a CoT design with a second research design that utilizes polygenic risk scores and data on exposure to smoking during childhood. The results show that shared family environment affects smoking behavior over and above genetic factors. There was also evidence for gene–environment interaction (G×E) such that genetic risk of heavy versus light smoking was only important for individuals who were also exposed to (second-hand) smoking during childhood. Together, these findings give additional incentive to recommending parents not to expose their children to cigarette smoking.
In twin studies, the unique environmental factors explain 12% of the variance in smoking initiation and for being a current smoker, neither study found evidence for genetic or familial environmental influences on smoking behavior. One factor of risk in the family environment is exposure to second-hand smoking. We measured this by asking if a person was exposed to smoking during childhood in their home situation. By analyzing the PRS (genetic risk) together with exposure to smoking during childhood (family environment), we test their individual effect on smoking behavior, as well as their interaction.

The present study utilizes two research designs to assess genetic and familial environmental influences on smoking: (1) in a CoT design, including 723 children of 712 twins, the influence of genetic factors, environmental factors, and their interaction on smoking initiation are investigated and (2) in 4072 adults, the influence of PRS on smoking, exposure to smoking during childhood, and their interaction on smoking initiation and smoking heaviness are investigated.

**Methods**

**CoT Design**

The Netherlands Twin Register (NTR) is an ongoing cohort study that originated in 1987 at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. Since 1991, surveys have been sent to adult participants every 2 or 3 years and to adolescent participants at specific ages (14, 16, and 18 years).

We applied the CoT design to data on smoking initiation, a variable reflecting whether someone had ever initiated regular smoking in their lifetime, available in all NTR surveys. For 712 twins and their 723 children (64.9% female, median year of birth 1985, range 1949 to 1999), smoking data were available for one or more surveys. For 634 of these children of twins, data on smoking of the spouse of the twin, their other biological parent, were also available. In each survey, participants were first classified as current smokers, former smokers, or never-smokers. This classification was based on the questions "Have you ever smoked?" (answer categories "No," "A few times just to try," and "Yes") and "How often do you smoke now?" ("I don’t smoke regularly," "I’ve quit smoking," "Once a week or less," "A few times a week," and "Once a day or more."). Current smokers were participants who had ever smoked and were currently smoking once a week or more. Former smokers were those who replied "I’ve quit smoking" to the second question. When the answers to these main questions where contradictory, or one of the two was missing, follow-up questions were utilized (for example, a valid answer to the question "How many cigarettes a day/week do you smoke on average?" resulted in a classification as current smoker). Next, a variable reflecting smoking initiation was created. For a person who had never been classified as a current or former smoker, smoking initiation was coded as “No,” while for a person who was a current or former smoker in one or more of the surveys smoking initiation was coded as “Yes.”
Genetic correlations between members of a family consisting of twins, their spouses, and their children are given in Supplemental Figure 1. MZ twins share 100% of their DNA while DZ twins share 50% of their segregating genes. A child of twin 1 is genetically just as related (rg=0.5) to their own parent, twin 1, as to their aunt or uncle, twin 2, if the twin pair is MZ. If the twin pair is DZ, the genetic relatedness between the child of twin 1 and twin 2 is twice as small (rg=0.25). As in other CoT studies on smoking\textsuperscript{16,17} and alcohol\textsuperscript{18,19}, we grouped children of twins into four categories of risk (see Table 1). This approach is especially well suited for a dichotomous phenotype such as smoking initiation (never vs. ever smoking).\textsuperscript{4} In the lowest risk group are children of never smoking twins with a never smoking MZ/DZ co-twin (risk group 0). Next are children of never smoking twins who have an ever smoking DZ co-twin (risk group 1) and children of never smoking twins who have an ever smoking MZ co-twin (risk group 2). At highest risk are children of ever smoking twins who have a never smoking or ever smoking MZ/DZ co-twin (risk group 3).

To test genetic and familial environmental influences on smoking, multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed. Smoking initiation of the children of twins was the dependent variable (0 = never smoking, 1 = ever smoking) and independent variables were risk group status (three dummy variables with risk group 0 as reference category), year of birth of the children and the twin-parent (continuous), and sex of the children and the twin-parent and their co-twin (0 = male, 1 = female). In a second regression analysis, the same independent variables were included plus smoking initiation of the spouse of the twin, the other biological parent of the child. Spousal data were not available for all families, and adding them reduced the sample from 723 to 634 children of twins, so we report results from both regression analyses. Family clustering was corrected for by employing the robust cluster option in STATA which utilizes information on family relatedness to adjust for correlation within families (ie, clusters). When comparing the four groups of children, the following rules were adopted: a pattern where smoking prevalence in risk group(s) $3 > 2, 1 > 0$ suggests familial environmental effects; smoking prevalence risk group(s) $2, 3 > 1 > 0$ suggests genetic effects; and smoking prevalence risk group(s) $3 > 2, 1 > 0$ suggests GxE.\textsuperscript{15}

### Polygenic Risk Scores and Exposure to Smoking During Childhood

For 4072 twin and non-twin participants of the NTR (67.3% female, median year of birth 1973, range 1939–1996) data on smoking behavior and genotype data were available.

### Smoking Behavior

A question on exposure to smoking during childhood was included in the 10th NTR survey, sent to all adult participants in 2013/2014. Participants were asked “Have you ever been exposed (at length) to cigarette smoke at home when you were a child (up to age 18) because other people smoked in your presence when you didn’t smoke yourself?” Answer categories were “No” (0) and “Yes.”\textsuperscript{11}

Information on smoking initiation (0 = never-smoker, 1 = ever-smoker) and smoking heaviness (number of cigarettes smoked per day) was also available. The number of cigarettes smoked per day now for current smokers or in the past for former smokers was asked. A variable was then created reflecting heavy (>20 cigarettes per day) versus light (<10 cigarettes per day) smoking to provide a rigorous contrast in smoking heaviness as was done previously in a large review paper.\textsuperscript{16}

### Genotype Data

Single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data were available from genome-wide SNP arrays, collected within the NTR through several projects between 2004 and 2008.\textsuperscript{17,18} Further details on genotyping and quality control are provided in the supplemental text. A PRS reflects a summation of genetic risk from multiple genetic variants genomewide, weighted on their effect size.\textsuperscript{25} To obtain effect sizes for each genetic variant, summary statistics from genomewide association study for smoking initiation and number of cigarettes smoked per day were utilized.\textsuperscript{11} A novel method, LDpred, was employed to compute PRS.\textsuperscript{19} As far as we know, there are no published studies to date utilizing PRS for smoking behavior with this method. LDpred computes SNP weights based on their effect size estimates, their LD with other SNPs, and the degree of polygenicity of the trait, quantified as the expected fraction of causal SNPs. The LD structure was based on the European populations from the 1000 Genomes dataset. PRS were calculated for several assumed fractions of causal genetic markers: 0.01%, 0.03%, 0.1%, 0.3%, 1%, 3%, 10%, and 100%. For a more elaborate explanation of this method of calculating PRS we refer to Vilhjalmsson et al.\textsuperscript{26} Computed PRS were transformed into Z-values before analysis.

With logistic regression analysis the association between exposure to smoking during childhood and smoking initiation/smoking heaviness was first tested, as was the association between the PRS and their respective smoking phenotypes. In a second step, exposure to smoking during childhood and PRS were analyzed together to assess their effect when corrected for each other. Finally, regression analyses between the PRS and their respective smoking phenotypes were stratified on exposure to smoking during childhood (ie, in exposed vs. non-exposed separately) to test for GxE. All analyses were corrected for sex, year of birth, and the top 10 principle components reflecting population structure to correct for possible population stratification.\textsuperscript{20} Family clustering was corrected for with the robust cluster option in STATA.

### Table 1. Four group CoT design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenotype twin-parent</th>
<th>Phenotype co-twin of parent</th>
<th>Genetic risk</th>
<th>Familial environmental risk</th>
<th>Genotype × environmental interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk group 0</td>
<td>Never-smoker</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk group 1</td>
<td>Never-smoker</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk group 2</td>
<td>Ever-smoker, DZ twin</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk group 3</td>
<td>Ever-smoker, MZ/DZ twin</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CoT = children-of-twins; MZ = monozygotic, DZ = dizygotic.
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Results

CoT Design

Of the 723 children of twins, 202 (27.9%) had initiated smoking. The first regression analysis in Table 2 shows that children in risk groups 2 and 3 were at significantly higher odds of smoking initiation compared to children in risk group 0 (odds ratio [OR] 2.43 CI 95% 1.05 to 5.66 and 2.45 CI 1.52 to 3.94, respectively). In the second regression analysis, corrected for smoking status of the spouse of the twin, only the difference between risk group 3 and risk group 0 remained significant (OR 2.42 CI 1.47 to 3.98). The latter demonstrates that having a smoking (twin-)parent results in the highest odds of smoking. In the first regression analysis, having a smoking aunt/uncle who is genetically identical to one’s parent increased the odds of smoking too. In both regression analyses, the odds of smoking for children with a smoking (MZ co-twin-) aunt/uncle did not differ significantly when compared to the odds of smoking for children with a smoking (twin-)parent (risk group 2 compared to risk group 3 OR 0.99 CI 0.47 to 2.12 and OR 0.78 CI 0.33 to 1.80, respectively). Together, these findings imply that shared family environment and, to a lesser extent, genetic factors influence smoking initiation.

In the case of an interaction between genetic and environmental factors, risk group 3 would show the highest smoking prevalence, followed by risk groups 2 and 1 together, which in turn would show a higher prevalence than risk group 0. For regression analysis 2 especially, there seemed to be such a pattern. However, the odds of smoking were not significantly higher for risk groups 1 and 2 compared to risk group 0. This was also not the case when these two groups were combined. There is thus no strong evidence for GxE interaction for smoking initiation, possibly due to a lack of power.

Polygenic Risk Scores and Exposure to Smoking During Childhood

Of the 4072 participants, 1489 (36.6%) had initiated smoking. For 1426 of those smokers, information on number of cigarettes smoked per day was available (M = 15.3, standard deviation = 9.2). After dichotomizing this variable, there were 275 heavy smokers (≥20 cigarettes per day) and 538 light smokers (≤10 cigarettes per day). The odds of smoking initiation were higher for those exposed to smoking during childhood versus those not exposed (OR 1.69 CI 1.49 to 1.95) as were the odds of being a heavy smoker versus a light smoker (OR 1.65 CI 1.18 to 2.32). A possible limitation of measuring childhood exposure to smoking with a survey question is differential recall bias (smokers having a higher propensity to remember smoking in their family than non-smokers). In 333 discordant twin pairs, where one twin initiated smoking and the other did not, we found no significant difference in their answer to the question on smoking exposure during childhood (χ² p-value 0.321), suggesting that there was no such recall bias. PRS were computed for the following fractions of causal markers: 0.01%, 0.03%, 0.1%, 0.3%, 1%, 3%, 10%, and 100%. PRS for smoking initiation significantly predicted smoking initiation for the highest five of these fractions (ORs 1.08–1.12, R² 0.1–0.3%, Supplementary Table 1). PRS for smoking heaviness significantly predicted heavy versus light smoking for the highest six fractions (ORs 1.17–1.26, R² 0.7–1.5%, Supplementary Table 2). The ORs here represent the odds of smoking initiation/heavy versus light smoking for each standard deviation increase in the respective PRS. When analyzing exposure to smoking during childhood and PRS together, thus correcting them for each other, both were still associated with smoking behavior (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). This implies an added effect of exposure to smoking during childhood, in addition to genetic risk. In further analyses, we continued with fractions 0.1% to 10%, as these were the most predictive.

The association between PRS for smoking initiation and smoking initiation and between PRS for smoking heaviness and heavy versus light smoking are shown for the total group and stratified on exposure to smoking during childhood in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. For smoking initiation, the association with PRS was very similar in individuals who were not exposed to smoking during childhood to the association in those who were exposed. In contrast, heaviness of smoking PRS significantly predicted heavy versus light smoking in individuals who were exposed to smoking during childhood (ORs 1.24–1.38, R² 1.4–3.0%), but not in individuals who were not exposed (ORs 1.06–1.11, R² 0.1–0.2%). This implies an interaction between these two factors. When analyzing the total sample and including an interaction term between exposure to smoking during childhood and PRS, there was no evidence for an interaction in the case of smoking initiation and borderline significant results providing weak evidence for a positive interaction in the case of smoking heaviness (Supplementary Tables 7 and 8).

Discussion

The present study employed two research designs to assess familial transmission of smoking behavior. With a CoT design, there was evidence for familial environmental influence on smoking initiation in addition to genetic risk, while statistical power was too low to test gene environment interaction (GxE). When specifying genetic risk with a PRS and environmental influence with a question on exposure to smoking during childhood, there was also evidence for an added influence of familial environment but no evidence for GxE. For smoking heaviness, there was some evidence for GxE such that PRS for smoking heaviness were only associated with smoking heaviness when participants were exposed to smoking during childhood, not when participants were not exposed.

Our findings are consistent with a large body of literature in showing that both shared family environment and genetic factors influence whether someone will smoke.22 Previous CoT studies on smoking found evidence for an influence of the shared family environment in addition to genetic effects for nicotine dependence, but not for smoking initiation.24 This discrepancy may be due to the fact that in these previous studies, a large amount of (psychiatric) covariates were taken into account. When we analyzed PRS for smoking initiation together with a variable reflecting exposure to smoking during childhood, both were significantly associated with smoking initiation. This confirms the effect of genetic influences on smoking initiation but also implies an effect of the shared family environment in addition to genetic risk. Neither of the research designs showed evidence for an interaction between genetic risk and shared family environment in their influence on smoking initiation.

PRS for smoking heaviness as well as exposure to smoking during childhood were associated with heavy versus light smoking. When stratifying PRS smoking heaviness analyses, PRS for smoking heaviness only predicted heavy versus light smoking in individuals who were exposed to smoking during childhood, but not in individuals who were not exposed. Results were similar when analyzing a continuous variable of cigarettes per day instead of heavy versus light smoking (data not shown). Previous research demonstrated that...
exposure to smoking during childhood influences a person’s sensitivity to their first dose of nicotine if they initiate smoking. Sensitivity to nicotine in turn predicts whether or not a person becomes a heavy smoker. We now show that the influence of exposure to smoking during childhood on whether a person becomes a heavy smoker depends on that person’s genetic make-up. So far, interaction between genetic factors and exposure to smoking has been tested with candidate genes. Although such studies do not match our PRS approach exactly, their results can illustrate what kinds of environmental factors may interact with genetic risk. In 171 young adolescents who had never smoked, there was no interaction between three reward-related candidate gene polymorphisms and exposure to smoking by parents, siblings, or peers on first time smoking. In a later study of 376 smoking adolescents, those who carried the DRD2 Tag1A A2-allele developed nicotine dependence more rapidly when exposed to parental smoking, compared to those not carrying this allele. Controversially, the A2-allele had previously been shown to make individuals less sensitive to the rewarding effects of nicotine. Finally, nicotine dependence was less affected by peer smoking in individuals with a high-risk genotype of a genetic variant in the CHRNA5 gene (rs16969968) than in individuals with a lower-risk genotype. These findings corroborate those from the present study in showing that genetic risk for heaviness of smoking can interact with exposure to smoking by parents, siblings, or peers.

The present study was especially novel in that PRS were utilized, reflecting genetic risk across the whole genome. In a similar design, Musci et al. found that PRS for smoking interacted with social environment in predicting the trajectory of tobacco use. Adolescents experiencing less parental monitoring, a higher proportion of substance-using friends, and high genetic risk were at highest odds of smoking. They found that the association between PRS and smoking was stronger in those who lived in a neighborhood with greater social cohesion. They found that the association between PRS and smoking was stronger in those who experienced more traumatic life events while it was weaker in those who lived in a neighborhood with greater social cohesion. These and our findings support the value of PRS when testing GxE, as highlighted by a recent commentary on future research on the genetics of addiction.

Apart from an interaction between genetic and environmental factors, there may also be gene–environment correlation (rGE). In that case, genetic factors are directly correlated with the environmental variable in question. In the present study, we tested the association between PRS for smoking and exposure to smoking during childhood and found no evidence for an association and thus no evidence for gene–environment correlation (data not shown). This is contrary to what one might expect given that childhood exposure to smoking will often be the result of parental smoking and parents also pass along their (smoking risk) genes to their children. The lack of a gene–environment correlation could have to do with individual differences in parents’ choices regarding exposing their children to smoking, with some smoking around their children and others not. In addition, exposure to smoking may also come from other family members such as grandparents or aunts/uncles. An important limitation to the current study is that for the CoT design the number of included participants was relatively low. This resulted in low statistical power for the smaller risk groups, preventing us from definitively assessing GxE. It also prevented us from correcting for a more elaborate set of covariates. We did correct for smoking status of the spouse of the twin (the other biological parent)
Overall, this study showed the combined importance of genetic and familial environmental influences on smoking behavior. More specifically, we demonstrated that exposure to smoking in the family home has a unique effect, over and above genetic factors. For smoking heaviness, genetic risk only played a role for those individuals who were previously exposed to smoking during childhood. This could have important implications. It suggests that individuals who have been exposed to smoking in their childhood and who are genetically vulnerable to heavy smoking, are at higher risk of becoming a heavy smoker than are individuals who carry the same genetic risk variants but who were not exposed to smoking during childhood.

Figure 1. Odds ratios (OR) represent the odds of ever versus never smoking for each standard deviation (SD) increase in the polygenic risk score (PRS) for ever smoking, corrected for year of birth, sex, 10 principle components (PCs), and family clustering in STATA. PRS were calculated for varying fractions of genetic variants (0.1%, 0.3%, 1%, 3%, 10%). R²: explained variance.

Figure 2. Odds ratios (OR) represent the odds of heavy (>20 cigarettes per day) versus light (≤10 cigarettes per day) smoking for each standard deviation (SD) increase in the polygenic risk score (PRS) for smoking heaviness, corrected for year of birth, sex, 10 principle components (PCs), and family clustering in STATA. PRS were calculated for varying fractions of genetic variants (0.1%, 0.3%, 1%, 3%, 10%). R²: explained variance.
The group that is genetically susceptible and exposed to smoking should therefore be particularly targeted with preventive measures. It also gives additional incentive to recommending parents not to expose their children to cigarette smoking.
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